Contractor: Pike Industries  
Bid Amount: $2, 448,806.70  
Percent Complete last approved pay estimate: 0%  

Project Schedule: Completion date August 15, 2018.

Project Scope: The pavement rehabilitation work consists of milling and filling two 12-foot wide lanes and the four-foot shoulder and the Exit 102 ramps from mile 98.0 to mile 102.17 excluding areas around Cobbeessecontee Bridge and the West Gardiner Exit103. The work also involves earthwork, drainage, guardrail, pavement markings, maintenance of traffic.

Contractor Schedule: Pike Industries has mobilized on site setting up traffic control signs and distributing traffic barrels. Over the next several weeks, they will begin to adjust guardrail height and reconstruct the roadway underneath Route 126 southbound. There has been frost heaves annually at this location. We have found when these conditions arise, the roadway template was not constructed as designed.